December 2023

Friday, December 1
12:00 pm
Smudging Ceremony
5:00 - 9:00 pm
Psychic Fair and
Artwalk, featuring Melissa Smith

Saturday, December 2
1:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Herbs for the Winter Solstice:
Sacred Plants from European Folk
Tradition

Sunday, December 3
1:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Meet Father Christmas

Saturday, December 9
12:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Danielle Egnew’s 2024 Predictive
Forum

Saturday, December 16
5:30 - 6:30 pm
Women’s Drumming Circle

Sunday, December 17
1:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Meet Father Christmas

Closed Monday, December 25
Saturday, December 30 &
Monday, January 1
Herbs for the Winter Solstice: Sacred Plants from European Folk Tradition
with Wren Nymeyer
Saturday, Dec. 2, 1:00 - 3:00 pm
$45

The winter solstice is a time to celebrate the re-emergence of light from darkness. It bespeaks the gestation of seeds beneath the earth’s frozen surface, which patiently prepares for the coming of the warmth.

In this class, herbalist Wren Nymeyer will introduce herbs deeply connected with the winter solstice in ancient European folk traditions. Come and learn about the long-held ceremonial uses of these sacred plants as we explore their spiritual and healing properties, which reach back thousands of years.

Wren Nymeyer is a professional herbalist, wellness educator, and meditation teacher that has over two decades of experience leading workshops on various physical, energetic, and spiritual healing systems.

Space is limited to 12 attendees. RSVP online at www.barjonsbooks.com

2024 Predictive Forum
with Danielle Egnew
Saturday, Dec. 9, 12:00 - 3:00 pm
$45

The end of the year is upon us! And it’s time for Danielle Egnew’s annual predictive forum on 2024, "The Year of Re-Creation"—get a heads-up on 2024 as a Psychic shares with you what’s to come!

Join Angel Translator, Psychic, and Medium Danielle Egnew (ABC, NBC, Discovery+, Travel Channel) as she channels information from the angelic realm on this exciting and turbulent upcoming year: What can we look forward to in 2024? What financial hurdles will we encounter? Is Crypto here to stay? How do our politics change in this election year? Will world conflicts continue, or pull back? Will weather, supply chain, health and wellness—the evolution of the species—how will we fare in 2024? What about consciousness, miracles, and advancements? And what surprises does 2024 have in store for us? PLUS—after the congressional disclosure this year, what do our OffWorld (ET) friends have to say about 2024?

Due to limited seating, only 25 tickets are available, so grab your tickets online to guarantee your seats! (We are sorry for any inconvenience, however due to limited seating, all ticket sales are final.)

TO REGISTER, visit https://www.danielleegnew-advisor.com/events.
Winter Solstice in Montana

One of the ways the Blackfeet Nation mark the time of the winter solstice and the “return” of the sun or “Naatosi” on its annual journey. The day marked the beginning of celebration, dancing, singing, drumming and games, a time of rejuvenation, giving thanks and prayers for good hunting and bountiful coming seasons.

January Events

This Wheel of Rocks
with author Sister Marya Grathwohl
Saturday, January 6

Meet author Sister Marya Grathwohl as we introduce her book, This Wheel of Rocks, a memoir of her spiritual journey as a Catholic nun, that explores the deep connections between faith and the natural world.

Wicca 101, a 10-week workshop
Begins Sunday, January 14

What do Wiccans/Witches REALLY do and believe? What are the deeper meanings of the holidays that we all commonly celebrate? What’s the true meaning of the pentacle and other Pagan symbols? Answers to these questions and more are in this 10-week class, starting January 16 at noon. Students may expect to learn about beliefs of Wicca and other Pagan traditions, the eight Sabbats (major holidays), Deities, and how they connect with the seasons.

Space is limited to 12 attendees. RSVP online at www.barjonsbooks.com

Meet Father Christmas
Sunday, Dec 3, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Sunday, Dec 17, 1:00 - 4:00 pm

Once again in the merry Winter Solstice season, Olde Father Christmas will be visiting Barjon's Books in Billings and allowing his jolly self to be photographed with you, your family and friends!

Father Christmas encourages a donation of $5 - $10 for each photo, which will go to support the work of local non-profit educational organization MusEco Media and Education Project (www.MusEco.org).

Many Christmas traditions originated in Europe then were woven together to bring us our contemporary Christmas: the Christmas tree, gift exchanges, holly & ivy, lights, wreaths, and Olde Father Christmas himself. Each celebrates the fact that in the bitter cold of winter, as the days are shortest and the nights their longest, the Sun is “reborn” on the Winter Solstice to welcome a New Year! (The Winter Solstice is the shortest day and longest night of the year.)

Come join us and immerse yourself in a bit of the history that brought us to the fun and frolic of the Christmas of today! Your Father Christmas photos can be used for holiday cards, emails and/or social media.
Jim Nymeyer, Tarot Readings
Weekly, 1:00 pm - 5:00 pm | 60 Min. $120 | 30 Min. $65
As a Divine Feminine mentor she empowers you to quantum jump to your highest timeline of power, prosperity, and potentiality.

Jasmine Wallace, Tarot Readings
Weekly, by appointment
60 Min. $229 | 30 Min. $99 | 20 Min. $59
Using Tarot, Oracle, Astrological Charm Readings and Mediumship readings, Jasmine provides accuracy and validation, leaving you with a level of peace, calmness and reassurance.

Jasmine provides accuracy and validation, leaving you with a level of peace, calmness and reassurance. 
TheElementsOfFate.com

Danielle Egnew, Intuitive Readings
Weekly, 10:00 am - 2:00 pm
60 Min. $165 | 30 Min. $90
A Montana native, Danielle Egnew is an Angelic Translator, Psychic, Medium and Author, and award-winning musician, who can currently be seen on TV in “American Mystery” and “Undisclosed Mysteries”, on both the Travel Channel and Discovery+. Her paranormal and spiritual podcast, “InPsight Radio”, reaches thousands of listeners a month.

Danielleegnew-advisor.com
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Smudging Ceremony
December 1, 12:00 pm | By donation
Join us for a discussion about Native smudging practice and participate in a cleansing ceremony. Smudging is a spiritual practice to cleanse the mental, physical, emotional, and spiritual wellbeing of an individual from negative energy. Space is limited to 12 attendees.

Todd Kintz, Tarot Readings
Weekly, 12:00 pm - 5:00 pm
60 Min. $120 | 30 Min. $65
Todd Kintz is a 3rd Degree Wiccan High Priest, medium and clairvoyant. He has been providing clarity in all areas of life through the tarot, pendulum, runes and past life exploration.

Deity Communication Ceremony
Weekly, 7:00 pm - 8:00 pm
$10 per person
Communicate with ancestors, deceased loved ones, and spirit guides, led by Todd Kintz.

Intuitive Readings By The Bog Witch
December 2, 12:30 pm - 5:00 pm | 60 or 30 Min. by Barter
Glenda Brauneis specializes in intuitive readings and energy work to provide support and guidance as you navigate your magical journey.

Women’s Drumming Circle
December 16, Nov 25, 5:30 pm - 6:30 pm | Free
Beat your own rhythm and form a beautiful harmonious connection with the circle through drumming. Come away refreshed, invigorated, open to our own rhythms and in touch with our selves. Bring a drum, if you have one. We also have a handful of drums available for use, if you don’t.

Kay Bakken, Generational Healing
December 10, 10:00 am - 4:00 pm | 60 Min. $75
Did you know that trauma can be passed down from generation to generation and can affect your emotions, behaviors, thoughts & even your health? As a Certified Generational Healer®, Kay works with your Ancestor to release those densities. She is honored to provide this service to the community.

Stephanie Nymeyer, Intuitive Reader
Weekly, by appointment | 60 Min. $120 | 30 Min. $65
Stephanie is a gifted psychic reader with over 25 years as an energetic practitioner and healer, who assists in communicating with your guides to help keep you moving in a positive direction.

Paul Cozino, Psychic Medium
Weekly, 12:00 pm - 5:00 pm | 60 Min. $155 | 30 Min. $85
Paul Cozino is a psychic medium certified by the Center for Spiritual Enlightenment based in NYC. Paul can connect with Angels, spirit guides and loved ones that crossed over.

Bipskymedium.com